APPLICATION NOTE

ACCURATE OTR TESTING FOR
PACKAGING BARRIERS WITH
OXYGEN SCAVENGER PROPERTIES
This article discusses the challenges in performing accurate permeation
testing for barrier films with oxygen scavenger properties and shares tips
to achieve reliable results in less time.
Challenge

Application

Oxygen scavengers are used in variety of industries to help
increase the performance of a package to provide a desired
shelf life. When they are integrated into a package, the oxygen
transmission rate (OTR) must be measured at both the active
scavenge state and post scavenging state to completely
understand the performance over the life of the product. Testing
both states is very time consuming.

In practice, oxygen scavengers can come in the form of a porous
sachet, a coating inside the package or it can be built into
polymer films such as the wall of a bottle or the liner of a cap.
For oxygen scavengers embedded in materials or as coatings, the
transmission rate must be tested before and after the scavenger
is consumed to identify the effective scavenge capability
compared to the original barrier without the scavenger. This type
of permeation testing takes longer to complete since they must
wait for the complete scavenger to be exhausted. This can often
cause bottle necks in the laboratory.
There are three approaches used to help alleviate this package
testing bottleneck. One approach is to test at higher temperature
to accelerate the chemical reaction between oxygen and
the scavenger. A general rule-of-thumb is that for every 10°C
increase, the estimated OTR doubles, thus reducing the overall
time to exhaustion all the O2 from the scavenger.
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Another approach is to test flat samples at higher oxygen
concentrations. For example, if using 100% oxygen instead
of room air (20.8% O2) for testing, more oxygen molecules
are available to be consumed. This will lead to a shortened
testing time by about 1/5 compared to the time needed when
testing with 20.8% O2. Both approaches can “speed up” the
consumption of the scavenger to reduce the overall testing time
however, neither may be practical or real-world scenarios for the
actual product. They can provide helpful data when comparing
different coatings, coating methods or scavenger material layers.
A third approach is to utilize an off-line conditioning system in
parallel to the instrument. This keeps the instrument available for
testing while the much longer time necessary to consume the
scavenger may be done off-line.
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Solution
Off-line conditioning offers the most real-world testing
conditions while alleviating the instrument testing bottleneck.
For the best results, follow these steps:
• Test the exact same package without O2 scavenger as
reference. This will provide the baseline OTR level and test
duration without the scavenger
• Test the packages with scavenger for the initial OTR evaluation. The test data may be below the detection limit due to
the scavenging capacity of the package
• Stop testing when the elapsed time is equal to the test time
for the reference sample
• Start the off-line conditioning under the same conditions
• Periodically reconnect the package to the analyzer and
check the OTR level
• Repeat until the equilibrium OTR is the same or close to the
initial reference test conducted without the scavenger
Other tips:

Benefits
• Off-line conditioning allows real-world scavenger sample
testing without accelerated conditions
• While samples are off-line conditioning, the analyzer can
test other samples increasing lab efficiency
• MOCON has package testing solutions that offer
conditioning off-line. Example: OX-TRAN 2/40 package
testing analyzer with optional conditioning rack or the PackRack fixture can be used for off-line package conditioning.

Conclusion
Permeation testing of packages with oxygen scavengers can
be challenging and require very long test times. MOCON offers
package testing solutions that include conditioning capability
to increase throughput on instruments. They not only provide
accurate and consistent test results but improve the lab’s
economic efficiency and effectiveness.

• Knowing the scavenger absorption capacity can help to
estimate the length of off-line conditioning.
• Many O2 scavengers are activated by moisture. In this case
it is critical to conduct OTR test at a specified RH condition
to activate the scavenger
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